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Symbolization 
 
The following symbols are used in this paper: 
< >  ................ Orthographic brackets 
/ / ................ Phonemic brackets 
‘ ‘ ................ English meaning of the word 
[ ] ................ Phonetic brackets 
~ ................ Fluctuation 
: ................ Vowel length or consonant length 
≠ ................ Is not the same as 
/ /? ................ Questionable occurance 
# ................ Word boundary 
. ................ Syllable break 
N.S. ................ Previous syllable is closed with a nasal 
C.S. ................ Previous syllable is closed 
< ................ (This word) is made up of (these words) 
( )  ................ Optional 
sp ................ Species 
* ................ Non-occurring form 
h ................ Sound is sometimes heard here 
(:) ................ The sound is heard short, sometimes long 
' ................ Primary stress 
ˌ ................ Secondary stress 
/ ................ Withing phonemic symbols, a single / means alternative analysis for 

the underlying vowels 
/ ................ In a distribution rule, a single / with a space on both sides means 

“this is true / if this condition is fulfilled” 
PL ................ Plural 
bold ................ A bold letter represents an inserted sound at a morpheme break 
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1. Phonemes 
 
The Urim phonology was discussed in Luoma (1981) and then again in Luoma 
(1985: 101-122). The following are the phonemes and a summary of the symbols 
chosen to use for the orthography.  
 
Urim Phonemes: 
 
Vowels:  Palatalized vowels:   Long vowels: 
 
i u   ii ui   i:         u: 
e o   ei        oi   e:        o: 
     a         ai          a: 
 
Consonants: 
 
p  t  k  
pm  tn  kN 
m  n  N 

s            (h) 
l 
r 

w      y 
 
There are theoretically fifteen contrastive vowels: five single vowels, two each at the 
front and back point of articulation with high versus low  contrast, and one simple 
vowel at the central point of articulation.  Each of these simple vowels has a 
palatalized and a long counterpart. 
 
There are four contrastive consonants at the bilabial point of articulation. The 
symbols chosen for the orthography are the same as the phoneme symbols: <p, pm, 
m, w>. 
 
There are seven contrastive consonants at the alveopalatal point of articulation. The 
symbols for the orthography are the same as the phoneme symbols: <t, tn, n, s, l, r, 
y>. 
 
There are four contrastive consonants at the velar and glottal point of articulation. 
These phonemes and the symbols representing them are as follows: /k/ is <k>, /kN/ is 
<kg> , /N/ is <ng> and /h/ is not represented at all in the writing system. 
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2. Dialect Considerations 
 
A sociolinguistic and a dialect survey was conducted during 1979 and 1988, showing 
two dialects, Yangkolen and Kukwo, phonostatistically approximally 91.08% cognate, 
lexicostatistically 95% cognate (phonetically similar words synchronically) (Luoma, 
Summary of Urim surveys and Luoma, Urim dialect survey). The survey also showed 
two subdialects in Yangkolen dialect and that between every village there are some 
lexical and some irregular phonetic and phonological differences. 
 
Thus far most of the Urim reading materials have been produced in the main 
Yangkolen dialect which covers the majority of the Urim villages and about 85% of 
the population. Two men from Kukwo dialect area took part in a writers’ workshop 
with the Yangkolen men. Each one wrote their book following their own dialect or 
sub-dialect. They all seem to be able to read each other’s books without much 
difficulty. In Bible translation the gospel of Matthew and the book of Ruth have been 
translated in Urim 2 subdialect, the gospel of John and maybe the letters of John will 
be translated in Urim 1 dialect and the rest of the books in the way spoken in 
Laningwap village, which in the Urim Dialect Survey paper I have counted to belong 
to the Urim 2 subdialect (it is in the middle of the two subdialects both 
dialectically/linguistically and geographically). 
 
The people within Yangkolen have accepted reading materials in each other’s 
subdialects and have agreed that when reading in the other sub-dialect, they can 
easily replace the few different words with their own corresponding words. For 
example, 
 
Yangkolen (Urim 1 subdialect + Laningwap village) <katnun> ‘follow’ 
Yangkolen (Urim 2 subdialect) + Kukwo dialect  <kanun>  ‘follow’ 
 
Yangkolen (Urim 1 subdialect + part of Laningwap) <wasrongen> ‘like’ 
Yangkolen (Urim 2 subdialect) + Kukwo dialect  <wakrongen> ‘like’ 
 
Yangkolen (Urim 1 subdialect)    <meik> ‘lake’ 
Yangkolen (Urim 2 subdialect) + Kukwo   <mes>  ‘lake’ 
 
Yangkolen <rpma>  ‘sit’  <angket>  ‘cut’ <anong>  ‘village’ 
Kukwo <arpm>  ‘sit’  <kwat>      ‘cut’ <a>       ‘village’ 
 
The people who speak the Kukwo dialect live geographically, politically, schoolwise, 
churchwise, medical carewise and partly socially separate from the Yangkolen 
people (see Luoma, Summary of Urim surveys). One also gets the impression that 
they are independent and motivated people and would like to have the NT and 
Primers adapted to their own dialect and reading materials in their own dialect, 
produced by themselves (with SIL’s help). 
 
At the moment, the people of the Kukwo dialect, the Yangkolen subdialects, each 
village with its individual differences, follow their own pronounciation according to the 
same principles described above. To my opinion it reflects the richness of the 
language and is no problem. The Urim dictionary has the variations represented in it. 
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The sounds the Kukwo people would like to write differently are the word final s 
sound as <ts> because they pronounce it [t͡s], and the English/Tok Pisin initial <j> in 
names as <j> because they pronounce that [t͡s ~ t ͡S]. 
 
A suggestion for literature in different (sub)dialects: 
 
Yangkolen dialect: Urim 1 and Urim 2 (includes Laningwap village): 
- Primer and most of the books of the New Testament in Laningwap  language which 
is in the middle of the two subdialects 
- a couple of the NT books in Urim 1 and a couple in Urim 2 subdialects 
- reading materials in both subdialects and in all the different ways of talk depending 
on the author 
- can also use materials in Kukwo dialect 
- only one dictionary for both dialects, where all variants of words of both dialects 
and subdialects are represented. 
 
Kukwo dialect: 
- maybe NT adaptation 
- Primer adaptation 
- their own reading materials 
- can also use materials in Yangkolen dialect. 
 
 
 

3. Trade languages 
 
There was no previous orthography for the Urim language, and none of the 
orthographies  developed or being developed for the neighbouring languages have 
influenced people’s opinion about how to write their own language. So the people got 
their guidelines for trying to write their language for the first time mainly from Tok 
Pisin and also from English. 
 
In the same way, there is an inconsistency in writing the Tok Pisin (or English) words 
with <h>. One happily writes the word ‘hat’ with <h> <hat> and without the <h> <at> 
in the same story. The same inconsistency is there when they write Urim: <ampei ~ 
hampei> ‘rope’ <maing ~ mahing> ‘not done (food)’. Also this strengthens the 
analysis that /h/ is not a strong sound in Urim and we do not write it at the moment. 
There are, though, some seeming minimal pairs in isolation like [o:r] ‘hit’ and [ho:r] 
‘come in/out’, [ɑm] ‘now’ and [hɑ(:)m] ‘hidden’. Thus far we have not made the 
difference in writing and it seems that people have not had difficulties in writing or 
reading or understanding, because the context gives clues to what the meaning is 
and because the [h] sound disappears often in the speech flow. Some educated 
young people are wondering if we should write the /h/ after all at least in these few 
cases where there is a seeming minimal pair in isolation. The villages in the east use 
more [h] in front of word initial vowels.  
 
There are no affricates in Urim. The Tok Pisin (or English) names like Jisas (Jesus), 
Jon (John) are pronounced by most of the people with [s], younger (educated) 
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people pronounce them with [ts] or [tS]. 1984 in an SSEC church workers’ meeting, 
they decided to write the Tok Pisin <j> with <s>. So <s> has been used until now, 
but some young people would prefer <j> because of Tok Pisin and English. 
 
The English/(Tok Pisin) <f> is pronounced as [p], or [f] by educated people, and <v> 
is pronounced as [p] or [f] or seldom [v]. These sounds only occur in names and are 
symbolized with <p>. 
 
The literate or semi-literate people in Tok Pisin or English did not have any 
guidelines how to write their prestopped nasals /pm/ /tn/ and /kN/ because Tok Pisin 
and English do not have them. In the beginning when asked to write down words 
with these sounds, many of them would hesitate but write them with corresponding 
nasal symbols, <m> for /pm/ and <n> for /tn/. For example, <am> for /apm/ ‘cloth’ and 
<an> for /atn/ ‘walk’. When pointed out that they cannot be right because they write 
/am/ ‘hidden’ in the same way <am> and /ɑn/ ‘sharpen’ as <an>. With /kN/ they had 
difficulties. They would write it with a variety of symbols: <n, ng, nk, k, kn, kng, ngk, 
g>. The symbols chosen to represent the prestopped nasals are <pm, tn, kg>. 
 
The letter <y> is used in both Urim and Tok Pisin/English in a similar way, except 
that it cannot be used in Urim after /n/ to mark palatalization word finally, because it 
is mixed up with the English way of using it as a vowel in that position. An educated 
Urim reader does not recognize these words easily: <kuny> for [ku:ɲ] ‘middle’ is 
often read [kuni], which is not a word in Urim. Instead, palatalization in Urim is 
analyzed as palatalization of vowel which affect the following alveolar nasal /n/ or /tn/ 
and is symbolized with <V+i>, <kuin> ‘middle’. 
 
When it comes to the nasals, there is a difference between Tok Pisin/English and 
Urim in writing the velar nasal [ŋ] before velar stop [ŋk]. Tok Pisin and English write it 
with <nk> <blanket>, which would be a shorter way, but in Urim we write it with 
<ngk>. In the beginning the writing system was more phonetic and it was written that 
way to keep it different from [ŋ] sound, <angen> [aŋen] ‘win’ ≠ <angken> [aŋken] 
‘pick (greens),’ and the people got used to the longer way of writing it. 
 
The Urim vowels are written quite phonemically as are the Tok Pisin vowels. It has 
been a problem, how to symbolize the reduced unstressed vowel in Urim. When 
people write words with the reduced vowel, they write all possible full vowel letters 
<a,e,i,o,u> to represent it, but one can recognize three tendencies when several 
people write a lot of words: they tend to write it (1) with <i> (which actually is its 
underlying form in many cases), or (2) with the same vowel that is in the following 
syllable, or (3) not write it at all. 
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There are problems what ever way we choose: 
(2) <kapman> [kɘpman] is mixed up with the Tok Pisin word for <gavman> 
‘government’. In irrealis verbs (more than one syllable) they do not accept words 
written in the following way: <kerken> [k(ɘ)rken] ‘dislike’ because the underlying 
vowel in the first syllable is /i/ which is the mark for irrealis. Verbs like [ɘrpma] ‘sit’ 
written <arpma> they tend to read as two words [ha: ɘrpma:] ‘be sit’. So it feels that a 
full vowel representing the reduced vowel is not a good choice, except the symbol 
<i> is easier because it is the mark for irrealis and is clearly pronounced and 
symbolized with <i> in one-syllable words, for example, <al> [ɑ:l] ‘eat, realis’, <il> [i:l] 
‘eat, irrealis’. So in two- or more-syllable verbs the irrealis form is more readily 
identified as i than any other vowel, for example <kimpel> [kɘmpel] ‘cut (branches), 
irrealis’. 
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4. Neighbouring Orthographies 
 
The Urim language is located at the border of East Sepik and Sandaun Provinces, 
most of the villages being in the East Sepik Province along and south of the Sepik 
Highway. It is a stocklevel isolate in the middle of the Torricelli Phylum languages 
(Aiku, Eitiep, Kombio and Urat), in the south bordering Kwanga and Mende, which 
are languages in the Sepik Sub-Phylum of languages. The bordering languages are 
little related with the Urim language (2.3% - 15.4% cognate phonetically similar 
words synchronically). 

4.1 Aiku and Eitiep 
No language work has been done in Aiku or Eitiep languages and to my knowledge 
there are no orthographies. 

4.2 Kwanga 
The orthography for the Kwanga language was developed by Takashi and Kazue 
Manabe (1979 and 1981). Hanna Marie Hoel, Tarja Ikaheimonen and Michiyo 
Nozawa (1992) are working on the Mende language (used to be the western dialect 
of Kwanga) and have developed an orthography. They have no mid or high central 
vowel and no diphthongs, and no velar nasal. They write <h>, which seems to be an 
independent sound.  It occurs after consonants over syllable boundaries, not like in 
Urim, where it is optional in most cases. They represent the palatalized nasal [n] with 
<ny>. It does not occur word finally, as it does in Urim and would look too much like 
the English n+vowel. 

4.3. Urat 
The Urat language, bordering the Urim language in the east, has an orthography 
developed first by Nate and Judy Baker (1981) and later further developed by Robert 
and Dawn Barnes (1989). The people in Urim 1 and 2 (i.e. Yangkolen, the main 
dialect) have a lot of contact with the Urat people, because their patrol post and 
nearest hospital is there in Dreikikir and they travel through the Urat area to 
Maprik.  But I cannot think that the Urat and Urim literature would in any way effect 
each other. 
 
Urat phonologhy has two sets of stops, voiceless, represented with <p, t, k> and the 
glottal stop ///, and voiced, represented with <b, d and g>. In Urim all those bilabial, 
alveolar and velar stops are represented by <p, t, and k> since the voiced/voiceless 
variation is not distinctive in Urim. In Urat the word medial prenasalized stops are 
variants of the non-prenasalized word initial and final stops and are represented in 
orthography with the single <b, d, and g>, whereas in Urim the prenasalized stops, 
whether voiced or voiceless, are marked as sequences of two letters, <mp, nt, ngk>, 
because they are two sounds with a syllable break between them. 
 
Urat has several palatalized consonants, three of them are represented with the 
sound+y <sy, ny, hy>. The <ny> does not occur word finally, so there is no danger 
then for it to be mixed up with the English word final <y> which represents a vowel 
sound. In Urim there are only palatalized vowels represented with vowel+i, which 
makes the following /n/ sound palatalized, but the /n/ itself is represented with <n>. 
In Urat the velar nasal used to be written with <ng> but the people prefer it to be 
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written with <ŋ> which also makes the sequence <ŋk> less cumbersome but adds an 
other letter to the alphabet. The Urim people prefer writing <ngk>. 
 
Urat sounds like a very rich language in /h/ sounds. /h/ is a distinctive sound and is 
represented with <h>. There are also other ‘h-like sounds’ /lh, hr, hw, hy/. Here Urim 
differs from it because its /h/ is weak and not clearly distinctive and is not 
represented at all in the orthography. Probably because of the Urat influence, the 
eastern villages of Urim use more [h] sound at syllable breaks in their speech than 
the rest of the Urim speakers. 
 
There are five vowels in Urat represented with <i, e, a, o, u>. The reduced central 
schwa-sound [ɘ] is the unstressed variant of /ɑ/ which is pronounced [ɑ] elsewhere 
and is written as <a>. Also other vowels tend to get reduced towards central [ɘ] in 
unstressed syllables. The vowel harmony helps to know which vowel to write, eg. 
/yɘkóh/ is written <yokoh>. The rest of the symbols are either comparable to those in 
Urim or represent sounds Urim does not have. 

4.4 Kombio 
There is some contact with the Kombio people.  There is an orthography for the 
Kombio language developed by Joan Henry (1990). The Kombio phonology looks a 
lot similar to the Urim phonology: it has long words, a lot of complicated consonant 
clusters and therefore many syllable patterns, and no contrastive voiced stops. It is 
the only language nearby that has the same series of stop+nasal which in Urim are 
interpreted as units (prestopped nasals), but in Kombio they are analyzed as 
sequences. The bilabial and the alveolar stop+nasal are represented in both 
languages in the same way, <pm> and <tn>. But the Kombios represent the velar 
stop+nasal with <kn>, whereas in Urim it is represented with <kg>. It would have 
been nice to use the same symbol for the same sound, but the Kombios have gotten 
used to their way of writing already and the Urims to their way.  And anyway, theirs 
seems to be definitely a sequence of two sounds, whereas ours is definitely a unit. It 
would be better for the Kombio sequence to be called a stop+nasal or a 
postnasalized stop. Ours is a unit. The nasal being the more prominent part of it, it is 
called a prestopped nasal (I had to invent a new term, since there was none found in 
the available literature!). Consistently, in Kombio the velar nasal+stop sequence is 
represented with <nk>. Also in Urim it is interpreted as sequence, but represented 
with <ngk>. 
 
In Kombio phonology the palatalized alveolar nasal is interpreted as sequence and 
represented with <ny>. It occurs only syllable initially. The Urim /n/ gets its 
palatalization from the preceding /i/-ending diphtong and never occurs syllable or 
word initially, but only word finally and medially (=syllable finally) and is represented 
as an ordinary <n> and the palatalization is represented with the preceding vowel 
<Vin>. 
 
Kombio has a high central /ɨ/, represented with <ɨ> for new readers and gradually 
working them into using <i>. We are also using <i> for most of the cases of 
unstressed, reduced mid central vowel [ɘ] in Urim. 
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5. Orthography  

5.1. Suggested orthography 
/p/ [b] mainly word medially after /m/, 

[p] in other positions, or they are in free variation, 
sometimes a lazy [ɸ]      <p> 

 
/t/ [d] mainly word medially after /n/, 

[t] in other positions or they are in free variation   <t> 
 
/k/ [g] mainly word medially after /ŋ/, 

[k] in other positions, (or they are in free variation)  <k> 
 
/pm/ [pm ̥] expression finally, 

[pm] in other positions      <pm> 
 
/tn/ [tɲ̥] expression finally after a palatalized vowel, 

[tn̥] expression finally after other vowels, 
[tɲ] in other positions after a palatalized vowel, 
[tn] in all other positions      <tn> 

 
/kŋ/ [kŋ̥] expression finally, 

[kŋ] in other positions      <kg> 
 
/m/ [m]         <m> 
 
/n/ [ɲ] after palatalized vowels, 

[n] in other positions       <n> 
 
/ŋ/ [ŋ]         <ng> 
 
/s/       [s] usually, 

[t] used by some, especially elderly people, 
[s  ~ tŝ] after palatalized vowel in previous syllable)  <s> 

 
/h/ [h] usually expression initially and sometimes between 

    vowels at a syllable break, 
[Ø] usually in other positions    not symbolized 

 
/l/ [l]         <l> 
 
/r/ [r]         <r> 
 
/w/ [w]         <w> 
 
/y/ [y]         <y> 
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/i/ [ɘ ~ ɪ] when unstressed = before a syllable with a more 
               open vowel or a vowel of the same degree of openness, 

[i] in other positions       <i> 
 
/e/ [ɘ] when unstressed = before a syllable with a more open 
                vowel or a vowel of the same degree of openness, 

[e] in other positions       <e> 
 
/a/ [ɘ ~ ʌ] when unstressed = before a syllable with a more 
                open vowel or a vowel of the same degree of openness, 

[ɑ] in other positions       <a> 
 
/o/ [ɘ] when unstressed = before a syllable with a more open 
                vowel or a vowel of the same degree of openness, 

[o] in other positions       <o> 
 
/u/ [ɘ ~ ʋ] when unstressed = before a syllable with a more 
                open vowel or a vowel of the same degree of openness; 
                when word initially before /r/ or /l/, it is symbolized with <w> 

[u) in other positions      <u> 
 
/ii/ [i, i:] recognizible only before an alveolar nasal 

when the nasal becomes palatalized    <i> 
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/ei/ [e ~ e: ~ ei] before alveolar nasal, 
[ɘɪ] when unstressed = before a syllable with a more open 
      vowel or a vowel of the same degree of openness, 
[ei] in other positions      <ei> 

 
/ai/ [ɑ ~ ɑ: ~ ɑi] before alveolar nasal, 

[æi] when unstressed = before a syllable with a more open 
      vowel or a vowel of the same degree of openness, 
[ɑi] in other positions      <ai> 

 
/oi/ [o ~ o: ~ oi] before alveolar nasal, 

([ɘɪ] when unstressed = before a syllable with a more open 
      vowel or a vowel of the same degree of openness,  
      from examples not known what the underlying form is), 
[oi] in other positions      <oi> 

 
/ui/ [u ~ u: ~ ui] before alveolar nasal, 

([ɘɪ] when unstressed = before a syllable with a more open 
      vowel or a vowel of the same degree of openness, 
      from examples not known what the underlying form is), 
[ui] in other positions      <ui> 

 
/i:/ [i:]         <i> 
 
/e:/ [e:]         <e> 
 
/ɑ:/ [ɑ:]         <a> 
 
/o:/ [o:]         <o> 
 
/u:/ [u:]         <u> 

5.2. Discussion of symbolization 

5.2.1. Prestopped Nasals 
The symbols suggested for the prestopped nasals were <pm> for /pm/, <tn> for /tn/, 
and <kng>, <kn> or <kg> for /kŋ/. <kng> would be the most exact phonetically, but it 
would have taken three symbols to represent this one phoneme, so we did not 
choose that. <kn> or <kg> would be more economical. The symbol <kn> would 
make some words, like [takŋni] /takŋni/ <taknni> ‘sun’, look odd with two <nn>.  If 
shortened to <takni> the people would not accept it. They tend to read very 
phonetically and they say that it is not [n] there after [k]. The symbol <kg> has been 
chosen for /kŋ/, since we do not seem to come up with any better symbol, and 
whatever symbol we would choose, it would be new and difficult at first. It has been 
used from the beginning and people eventually learn it. 
Examples: 
[kɘpmɑn] /kɘpman/ <kipman> ‘man’ 
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[(h)ɑ:tn̥] /ɑ:tn/  <atn>  ‘wander’ 
[wɑ:kŋet] /wɑ:kŋet/ <wakget> ‘hot’ 

5.2.2. [h] 
[h] occurs optionally in front of a word initial vowel in a stressed syllable, and is 
optionally inserted between two vowels over a syllable boundary. It seems to have 
something to do in a couple of contrastive word pairs in analogous environment in 
isolation only. The possibility to write [h] only in those few cases where there is a 
contrast in an analogous environment has been talked about. The problem there is 
that the sound [h] nearly always drops off in the speech flow and the people who 
know from English/Tok Pisin how to write it, are very inconsistent in writing it. If 
people are asked to write down words in isolation starting with [h] and a vowel, they 
hardly ever write the <h>. It has been decided not to symbolize it in the orthography. 
 
[mɑhiŋ ~ mɑiŋ] /mɑ.iŋ/ <maing> ‘undone’ 
[(h)i:pm ̥]  /ipm/  <ipm>  ‘leaf’ 
[hok ~ o:k]  /hok/?  <ok>  ‘female genitals’ 
vs [o:k]  /o:k/  <ok>  ‘mouth’ 
[ho(:)r ~ o(:)r]  /ho(:)r/? <or>  ‘come in/out’ 
vs [o:r]  /o:r/  <or>  ‘hit’ 
[(h)ɑ(:)m]  /ham/? <am>  ‘hidden’ 
vs [ɑm]  /ɑm/  <am>  ‘now FUNCTOR’ 

5.2.3. Reduced vowel [ɘ] 

All vowels nearly always get reduced in unstressed position when followed by a 
syllable with a more open vowel or a vowel with the same degree of openness. This 
reduction rule usually works only within a root. Reduced means that the full vowel 
/ɑ,e,i,o,u/ becomes centralized, short, sometimes phonetically even non-existent, 
sometimes it comes close to the full vowel in the following syllable. 
 
In many nouns it is not known what the underlying phoneme of the reduced vowel is. 
In that case, the phoneme is written here /ɘ/. When it is known what the phoneme is, 
it is marked accordingly: for example, /i/ in irrealis forms of verbs or the same vowel 
as in the following syllable in some lexicalized reduplications. 
 
The surface form, reduced vowel [ɘ], is handled in the orthography in two different 
ways: 1.  it is not symbolized at all, or 2. it is symbolized either with <i> or <u>. 

5.2.3.1. [ɘ] not symbolized 

[ɘ] is not symbolized when it occurs syllable initially 
- before /r/ or /l/: / # _ +r/+l +-C.S and # _ .r/l 
[ɘrkwɑ] /ɘr.kwa/ <rkwa> ‘basket’ 
[ɘri]  /i.ri/  <ri>  ‘see, IRREALIS’ 
[ɘlekŋ̥]  /i.lekŋ/  <lekg> ‘hang up IRREALIS’ 
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[ɘlpmɑ(h)ɑk] /ɘlpm.ɑ.ɑk/ <lpmaak> ‘lazy’ 
 
- before syllable final nasal /m/, /n/, or /ŋ/: / # _ +N.S 
[(ɘ)mpɑtniŋ] /ɘm.pɑtn.iŋ/ <mpatning> ‘wall’ 
[(ɘ)ntokŋ̥] /in.tokŋ/ <ntokg> ‘make IRREALIS’ 
[(ɘ)nsɑm] /ɘn.sɑm/ <nsam> ‘sweat’ 
[(ɘ)ŋkɑt] /ɘŋ.kɑt/ <ngkat> ‘carry’ 
 
[ɘ] is not symbolized also syllable finally (i.e. in an open syllable) following syllable 
initial /m/ and preceding /r/ or /l/ in the following syllable: / #+m _. +r/+l. But if the 
syllable is closed, regardless of whether the following consonant is /r/, /l/ or another, 
[ɘ] is symbolized: <s> / #m_C.S  
 

[mɘlɑ]  /mɘ.lɑ/  <mla>  ‘who?’ 
[mɘloŋ] /mɘ.loŋ/ <mlong> ‘crown of a palm’ 
[mɘriŋ]  /mɘ.riŋ/ <mring/ ‘nature spirit’ 
[mɘrɑŋkum] /mɘ.rɑŋ.kum/ <mrangkum> ‘reflection’ 
 
But: 
[mɘrpmiŋ] /mɘrpm.iŋ/ <mirpming> ‘tree sp’ 
[mɘlmɑl] /mɑl.mɑl/ <milmal> ‘thunder REDUPLICATION’ 
[mɘnto] /men.to/ <minto> ‘we few, PAUCAL (< /men/ and /-to/)’ 
[mɘniŋ] /mɘ.niŋ/ <mining> ‘dark(ness)’ 

5.2.3.2. [ɘ] symbolized with <i> or <u> 

In all other positions [ɘ] is symbolized. When the following syllable has /u/ or /w/, the 
[ɘ] is symbolized with <u>. In all other cases it is symbolized with <i>: 
 

[krkuk ~ kɘrkuk ~ kʋrkuk] /kir.kuk/ <kurkuk> ‘bathe IRREALIS’ 
[ɘwi ~ ʋwi]   /i.wi/  <uwi>  ‘take IRREALIS’ 
[tɘpon]    /ti.pon/ <tipon> ‘wring IRREALIS’ 
[ɘner]    /i.ner/  <iner>  ‘take off IRREALIS’ 
[tɘmpiŋ]   /tɘm.piŋ/ <timping> ‘old garden’ 
[kɘpmɑn]   /kɘpm.ɑn/ <kipman> ‘man’ 
[nɘmpen]   /nɘm.pen/ <nimpen> ‘flying fox’ 
[ʋku(h)ɑl]   /ɘ.ku.ɑl/ <ukual> ‘sharpen’ 

5.2.4. Palatalized vowels 
Palatalization in Urim is a feature of vowels (for more details, see Palatalization in 
Urim, Luoma 1996) and it is written as an i -offglide of the vowel: <ei, ai, ui, oi>. 
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When a palatalized vowel is followed by an alveolar nasal /n/ or /tn/, the 
palatalization of the vowel usually disappears and the nasal becomes palatalized. 
 

[ɑle:ɲ]  /ɑlein/   <alein>  ‘catch (rainwater)’ 
[kɑɲil]  /kɑinil/   <kainil>  ‘moon’ 
[ku:ɲen] /kuinen/  <kuinen>  ‘middle one’ 
[mɑrmoŋkoɲ] /marmoŋkoin/  <marmongkoin> ‘tree sp.’ 
[kro(i)tɲ̥] /kroitn/    <kroitn>  ‘growl’ 
 
What comes to the high front vowels, there is no evidence for contrast between the 
palatalized /ii/ and the long /i:/, or the short /i/. Only before the alveolar nasals, one 
can know if the high vowel before them is palatalized: when the nasal is palatalized, 
[ɲ] or [tɲ] or [tɲ̥], the vowel preceding it must be palatalized /ii/. 
 

[kɑlkwiɲ] /kɑlkwiin/ <kalkwin> ‘shake’ 
[witɲim] /wiitnim/ <witnim> ‘greens sp.’ 
[ki:ɲ]  /kiin/  <kin>  ‘woman’ 
 
So, /ii/ is written with <i>, i.e. in the same way as the long /i:/and the short /i/. It does 
not seem to create any big problems. There are no minimal pairs in identical 
environment to get mixed up with: *[kin], *[ki:n], [ki:ɲ] /kiin/ <kin> ‘woman’, like there 
are for other palatalized vowels vs unpalatalized long or short vowels: [ɑ:n] /ɑ:n/ 
<an> ‘sharpen’ vs [ɑ:ɲ] /ɑin/ <ain> ‘whiskers’. The 2nd person singular pronoun 
<kitn> and its bound object form <-etn/-eitn> can be pronounced either palatalized 
[kitɲ̥] and [-e(i)tɲ̥] (predominantly in Urim 2 subdialect) or unpalatalized [kitn̥] and 
[-etn̥] (predominantly in Urim 1 subdialect). 

5.2.5. Long vowels 

As for the short and long vowels, no orthographic distinction is made of length; 
both short and long versions of each vowel are represented with the same single 
vowel characters <i, e, a, o, u>. The reasons for not distinguishing length 
orthographically are as follows: 

• The difference in length between short and long vowels is not very 
pronounced and is not consistently maintained by speakers of the 
language. 

• there are only about a dozen minimal pairs based on length. 
• people always write a single vowel for both short and longer vowels, 

also for the minimal pairs with length contrast. 
• For six of the minimal pairs, the two items belong to different word 

classes and so cannot be mixed up with each other. The other pairs 
belong both to the same word class but the context normally 
disambiguates them. 
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• If the longer vowel is symbolized with a double vowel <ii, ee, aa, oo, 
uu>, it causes confusion and is often read as two syllables: [mɑ:n]  
<maan> ‘mother’ is read as a two syllable word [mɑ.(h)ɑn] or 
something similar. 

But in the position where the vowels are reduced (in unstressed syllables before 
a stressed syllable) they are sometimes symbolized  and sometimes not (see 
Symbolizing the reduced vowel [ɘ] above). 

5.2.6. Semivowels 

5.2.6.1. Symbolizing /w/ 
It has been hard to decide how to symbolize initial semivowels with a close vowel 
following in an unstressed syllable. 
 
There is a group of words where it is hard to know if they start with wu- or wi- or 
something in between, or with u- only. We used to write those words with <u-> first, 
because the people did not accept it, then changed to write them with <wu->. But at 
the moment we write them with <w-> only, i.e. without any vowel following it, in an 
open syllable preceding /l/ or /r/ in the following syllable. The reason we changed is 
that the people write it persistantly that way in spite of having seen it written first with 
<u-> and then for many years with <wu->. In a closed syllable we write it with <wu->, 
although sometimes people write it without u here also. 
 
[w(u) ~ u ~ (wi)] is written <w> /____.r or ____.l 
 

<wu>/ in all other environments 
 
[w(u)rekŋ̥ ~ urekŋ̥]  /(w)urekŋ/ <wrekg> ‘get up’ 
[w(u)ris ~ uris]  /ur-is/  <wris>  ‘one NUMERAL’ 
[w(u)li ~ uli]   /(w)uli/  <wli>  ‘arrive’ 
[w(u)lom ~ ulom]  /(w)ulom/ <wlom> ‘side’ 
 

[w(u)rkɑpm ̥ ~ urkɑpm ̥] /(w)urkɑpm/ <wurkapm> ‘paper’ 
[w(u)lmpɑ ~ ulmpɑ]  /(w)ulmpɑ/ <wulmpa> ‘eye’ 
 
For us non-mother tongue speakers it was hard to distinguish some /u/ initial words 
from the words described above. But the people themselves know when there is 
definitely an /u/ [(h)u] and not /wu/. Many of those words are compounds, made up of 
a one-syllable /u/ initial word followed by another word or a suffix, or made up of 
reduplication: 
 
[(h)umpen] /um-en/ <umpen> ‘open, spread’< /um/ ‘break’ and 

    /-en/ ‘outside’ 
[(h)ujɑm] /uyɑm/ <uyam> ‘yawn’  < /u/ ‘water’ and /yam/ ‘breath’ 
[(h)ulkinipm ̥] /ul#kinipm/ <ulkinipm> ‘rainbow’  < /ul/ ‘snake’ and /kinipm/ ‘gall’ 
[‘ur,ur]  /ur.ur/  <urur>  ‘snore’ 
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Note the onomatopoeic reduplication above, /urur/, where both syllables get a stress 
and it keeps the same syllable pattern VC.VC, so the first syllable does not get 
reduced. Unlike [(w)uris] /ur-is/ <wris> ‘one’ < [u:r] /ur/ <ur> ‘indefinite particle’ and /-
is/ ‘ADJECTIVIZER’, where the syllable pattern does not seem to agree with the 
morpheme boundary and where the first syllable is reduced. 
  
Note also the reduplication /’wulu̞wale’/, where normally /wulu/ by itself would have 
the stress on the second syllable and the first syllable would be reduced (vowel 
reduction), and it would be written <wlu>. But because the second part of the 
reduplication has the first syllable with the full vowel and stress, wulu keeps the 
same pattern. 
 
There are some /w/ -initial words, which are written by some people with <wu-> and 
by some people with <wi->. Or occationally  with the same vowel as in the following 
syllable, or with a back (or front) vowel if the following syllable has a back (or front) 
vowel. The same person can write a word one time in one way and another time in 
another way. We have decided to write those words with <wu-> if the following 
syllable has /u/, and <wi-> if the following syllable has any other vowel. 

5.2.6.2. Symbolizing /y/ 
It has also been difficult to decide how to symbolize the vowel after word initial /y/ in 
an unstressed syllable. The vowel is reduced and sounds mostly towards [i], but 
sometimes towards any other full vowel, or like Schwa. When people write it they 
hardly ever leave the vowel out as they do with <w>. Sometimes they write it with the 
same vowel as in the following syllable, but most often they tend to write it with <u> 
preceding a syllable with /u/, and <i> preceding a syllable with any other vowel. So 
now we have decided to be consistent in writing it in that way: 
 

[jɘpuk]  /yi/upuk/ <yupuk> ‘(tree) top’ 
[jɘtuk]  /yi/utuk/ <yutuk> ‘black magic’ 
[jɪpro(:)kŋ̥] /yiprokŋ/ <yiprokg> ‘base’ 
[jIwɑ]  /yiwɑ/  <yiwa> ‘fat’ 
 
In words where the first syllable ends with /i/, it is difficult to know if the next syllable 
starts with a vowel only or with /yV/, because the pronunciation varies there.  People 
tend to write <y> there most of the time. 
 

[(h)i:(j)ɑ] /iyɑ/  <iya>  ‘carry (strap over head)(almost an 
onomatopoeic analogous reduplication with both syllabless stressed)’ 
[kɪ(j)ɑŋ] /kiyɑŋ/  <kiyang> ‘bold’ 
[kɪ(j)om] /kiyom/ <kiyom> ‘shrub sp’ 
 
This follows the practice to write the transitional /y/ (in few cases after /i/) and /w/ (in 
most of the cases) between vowels at root + suffix boundary. 
 

[kɑije]  /kɑi-e/  <kaiye> ‘go to (in relative clauses)’ 
[ɑwijepm ̥] /ɑwi-epm/ <awiyepm> ‘take you PL’ 
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but: 
[‘(h)i:,(h)o:] /io/  <io>  ‘slumber’ 
 
Note that the last example /io/ is an analogous reduplication with both syllables 
stressed, where people do not accept <y> written in between the vowels. 

5.2.7. Phonemic or morphophonemic writing? 
The people want to write quite phonetically and write words together as one word 
rather than as two words. When there is an homorganic stop, semivowel or an 
inserted vowel at morpheme breaks, they usually write it (see Palatalization in Urim, 
Luoma 1996). 
 

<wamparpmewel> ‘hold him with hand’ < /wɑm/ ‘hand’, /ɑrpme/ ‘hold’, /-el/ ‘him’ 
<wrongkwail> ‘all’ 
but: <wrong wail> ‘big crowd (of people)’ 

5.2.8. One word or two words? 
Many Urim words are long and have a lot of consonant clusters. That is why it is 
good to write words separately and not to combine them. 
 
Suffixes are naturally written as one word with the root: 
 

[mɑ:ŋket] /mɑŋ-et/ <mangket> ‘muddy’ 
[pɑipmel] /paipm-el/ <paipmel> ‘badly’ 
[ɑrpmewe] /arpm-e-e/ <arpmewe> ‘sit HABITUAL (in relative clause)’ 
[ɑrpmen] /arpm-en/ <arpmen> ‘sit (and) watch’ 
 
The bound personal pronouns are written as one word with the root: 
 

[nɑmpopm ̥]  /nɑm-opm/ <nampopm>  ‘bites me’ 
[ɑlentepm ̥]  /ɑle-n-epm/ <alentepm>  ‘build for you PL’ 
[ɑtnu(h)urŋken] /ɑtnuurŋ-en/ <atnuurngken> ‘leave them’ 
 

There are four different forms for each genitive personal pronoun: /ɑkupm, ɑkupmen, 
ɑlkupm, ɑlkupmen/. The /ɑ/ is the genitive marker (it is also relative pronoun), /kupm/ 
is first person singular personal pronoun, /-en/ is an attributizer, and /-l-/ is ‘(my) 
own’. In spite of that, we have written all the forms always as one word <akupm, 
akupmen, alkupm, alkupmen> to keep them separate from the relative clauses: 
 
<Wan akupm pa wail manten>  ‘My house is very big.’  
<Wan a kupm arpme pa wail manten.> ‘The house that I am living in is very big.’ 
 
On the other hand, the genetive clause IS in a way a relative clause: ‘The house that 
(is) mine is very big.’ And the alternative way of writing it would be: 
 
<a kupm, a kupmen, alkupm, alkupmen> 
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Actually, this is the way people tend to write them: the first form as two separate 
words <a kupm>, the second form often as two words <a kupmen>, but the last two 
forms always as one word <alkupm, alkupmen>, probably because /ɑ/ can stay by 
itself as relative pronoun, and because /ɑl-/ cannot stay by itself or it could be mixed 
up with the verb <al> ‘eat’. 
 

Many verbs can have /ɑk/ ‘do’ (/ik/, irrealis) in front of them. If the verb can not stand 
without /ɑk/ or if the meaning of the verb changes without /ɑk/, then /ɑk/ and the verb 
is written together as a compound word, otherwise as two separate words. 
 

<akwonalmpen> ‘think’ < /ɑk/ ‘do’, /won/ ‘insides’, /ɑlmpen/ ‘turn’ 
but: <kil awi telp ak angket wanukg> ‘she took a knife (and) cut greens’. 
 

In the last example /ɑk/ is like an instrumental ‘with’. 
 
Some expressions, like ‘believe’, people write sometimes as one word <ukipma> 
( < /uk/ ‘give’ and /ipmɑ/ ‘stomach’), and sometimes as two words <uk ipma>. Both 
are read and understood well. We are still in the process of trying out and deciding if 
to write them as one or two words. 

5.3. Testing the orthography 
There were no previous orthographies for Urim, so all the testing done has been to 
help to analyze the sound system and to find the best possible orthography for it. 
The problem areas that have been tested are reduced vowels, palatalization, 
semivowel followed by a close vowel, long vowels, [h] sound, prestopped nasals and 
<j> versus <s> in names; also phonemic/phonetic versus morphophonetic spelling 
and word divisions. 
 
There have been several Scripture Portion books (38.7% of the NT) in circulation, 50 
copies of each, and from some of them another 50 copies after edition. Some OT 
stories and stories from the Gospels have been printed separately for Prepschools 
and divotions. At the moment there are 220 copies of the Gospel of Matthew and 
about 300 copies of Jesus has power to save -booklets (SGM) distributed in all Urim 
villages. There have been about 150 different kinds of reading materials (e.g. many 
kinds of stories, health books, reading and writing guides, primers, song books, 
memory verses, posters, calendars) varying from 1 page to 25 pages, with or without 
pictures, the amount of copies varying from one to 260.  
 
An ex-teacher who is now a political leader, has given feedback concerning 
translation, spelling, analyses and contents of the materials we give him. People who 
buy or are given books, are encouraged to come back and give feedback on the 
spelling and language, and some of  them do that. 
 
Reading, writing and drawing competitions were a good way in the beginning to find 
gifted people and to see how they spell and where their problems are. 
Many kinds of tests have been conducted every now and then during the past 20 
years: 

 write down dictated words (to find out how they tend to write certain sounds), 
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 read texts with different spelling variants (to find out which spelling is the easiest 
to read), 

 look at words with spelling variants and choose which is the best way of spelling 
(results of these three kinds of tests did not always match with each other), 

 e.g. recorded Tok Pisin and nonsense words and expressions pronounced by 
dominant Urim speakers (to test if palatalization is a feature of the vowel and to 
know how to write it best; see Palatalization in Urim, Luoma 1996, also for other 
tests conducted). 

 
Part of the testing was conducted to individuals or to groups of one to over 20 people 
in situations organized for the testing purpose only. Most helpful have been the 
orthography committee meetings, where several villages of both dialects were 
represented. Part of the testing has been in ex tempore situations when people visit 
or when visiting people, after public meetings like church gatherings and court cases 
or the like. Good opportunities for testing were provided by social linquistic and 
dialect surveys, the transfer school, ladies’ trial class (adult classes from now 
onwards), churchworkers’ course, prepschools, translation and writers’ workshops, 
teacher training courses, STEP courses, Bible studies, and literacy days with reading 
and writing competitions. Some of these involved people from Laningwap village 
only, some from several or all Urim villages. 

5.4. Consistency in spelling 
When people write Urim, the inconsistencies that occur, are in some areas that have 
been difficult to decide how to analyze and/or to symbolize them, like reduced 
vowels, prestopped nasals and initial semivowels with a close vowel following. 
The spelling rules for the reduced vowels and the initial semivowels followed by a 
close vowel are based on the tendencies how people like to write them. It will take 
some teaching and practice to learn to spell consistently following the rules. It is 
interesting, though, that they have hardly any difficulties in reading any spelling 
variation, although someone might have a different opinion about what would be the 
best way to write it. 
For the prestopped nasals, people occationally write the stop and nasal in wrong 
order: *<mp> for <pm>, *<nt> for <tn> and *<ngk/nk/gk> for <kg>. And poorer 
spellers sometimes leave the stop out and only write the <m, n or ng>; very seldom 
someone leaves out the nasal and writes only the stop. 
Some other problem areas that were difficult to analyze, like long vowels and 
palatalization, hardly ever cause inconsistency in spelling. 
Some good Tok Pisin (and English) spellers, who have not had teaching in Urim 
spelling, write sometimes voiced stops <b, d, g>, although they are not independent 
phonemes in Urim, and also <h>, but they are very inconsistent in where they write 
them. 
There is some inconsistency in spelling word divisions and punctuation. 
There are already some good writers  and it has been encouraging to see that 
teaching and practice has made them quite consistent in spelling. 
Dialect differencies in spelling are considered important and can be seen as richness 
of language and not as spelling inconsistency. 
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6. Literacy situation 
The literacy rate is 63% for Tok Pisin, about 50% for Urim, 27% for English and 24% 
for all three languages. More people can read than write. Many people are not very 
fluent. The reason why the percentage for Urim is so much lower than for Tok Pisin, 
is that Urim is more difficult to read than Tok Pisin. There are elderly people who 
were taught to read by early missionaries before the Government Community 
Schools were started in the area, and there are some younger people who have 
been to Community School (6 grades or less) who learned to read some Tok Pisin 
and English poorly and later got even poorer because of lack of practise. When 
these people try to read Urim, it is so slow and cumbersome that it cannot be called 
reading. They will need help and practice to become literate in Urim. 
But the percentage of Urim readers is growing at the moment with Urim Prepschools 
(5) going, and Adultschools (5 this year) and more Prepschools (4 this year) having 
been started.
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